East Lansing
Weather:
High: 29°
Low: 28°
Few Snow Showers

Pillars of the Neighborhoods
Intercultural Engagement

Congratulations to Angie Kimmel on being recognized by the Celebration Team for her all of her hard work with the IS Help Line! Angie continuously delivers an Outstanding Spartan Experience to all who call in!

Check it out Here!

Check out this great article about the mission of the Intercultural Engagement Team in the East Neighborhood! You can read the article Here!

TODAY IN HISTORY

MSU SPORTS
Men’s Tennis vs. Oklahoma/Mississippi @ Knoxville, Tennessee
TBA

Give a SHOUT to someone in RHS who is doing a fantastic job!
Log onto my.rhs.msu.edu and scroll down to the bottom of the page! Enter in a message of appreciation or praise and click the “shout” button! Your message will be displayed amongst the Shouts below.